SPOTTED BASEBALL NEWS

Gossip of the Ring

FOOTBALL THAT REQUIRED NO REFEREES HAS PLACE WAITING FOR IT IN THE UNIVERSITY

New York, Dec. 15—There is every indication that American athletic rivalry is to assume a new and more dangerous form, for the first time since the early days of the game, no referees will be required to officiate in the big match between the two great football teams. The reason for this is that the two teams have been playing against each other for many years, and the players are well acquainted with the rules of the game.

A. W. WOOLAST

Notably for a while until official time was entered, the formula was followed, and the ball appeared to have been handled properly. In the end the outcome was the same. The officials were the only ones who knew whether the ball was properly handled or not, and they were not able to make a decision.

ALL HORSES GET CHANCE

Wilton Henry Comes Home an Entertainer Over Manner of Scoring Races in French Tracks

New York, Dec. 15—Wilton Henry was one of the most entertaining horses in the French tracks, and a new one for the French jockeys. He was known as a free-thinker, and had a record of many victories. He was the favorite in the first race, but in the second he was well out of it, and could not make a decision.

JACK ATKIN TO RETIRE

The Winner's Campaign Upon Florida Tracks Is Last For Best Son Of The Great Rain

New York, Dec. 15—Wilton Henry, known as the great son of the great rain, has retired from the Florida tracks after a long and successful career. He was the favorite in the first race, but in the second he was well out of it, and could not make a decision.

C. M. MILLER

Paints, Wall Paper, Glass and Picture Framing

NALLE & COMPANY

Lumber Yard and Planing Mills

Largest and most complete stock of lumber in the South. It will be to your interest to let us figure with you.